IF YOU SERVED

you can

DREAM

Dream Foundation’s Dreams for Veterans program serves our nation’s terminally-ill military veterans and their families by bringing their final Dream to life, providing those who served our nation, their families and caregivers inspiration, comfort and closure at the end of life. Our Dreams play a critical role in the special end-of-life care that focuses on improving quality of life for veterans and their families.

Dream recipients are U.S. military veterans 18 years of age or older with a life expectancy of 12 months or less. Dreams range from basic need items (like a working appliance or wheelchair ramp) to bedside reunions, final vacations with family, meetings with personal heroes or reconnecting with aspects of former military service.

We have built a nationwide community of hundreds of volunteers, hospices, health care and veterans’ service organizations, committed individuals and corporate donors to bring veterans’ final Dreams to life.

YOU CAN HELP BY referring applicants, volunteering to help make Dreams come true, or donating time or resources to Dreams for Veterans.

Dream Foundation created Dreams for Veterans in 2014 to tailor the Dream experience to veterans and their families. Dream recipients are U.S. military veterans who served from World War II to the Iraq and Afghanistan Wars, every conflict in between, and during peacetime. This program acknowledges veterans and honors their service by fulfilling their final Dream, providing them, their families and caregivers inspiration, comfort and closure at the end of life.

For more information, please visit:
dreamfoundation.org/veterans.
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Refer a veteran and make a dream come true. www.dreamfoundation.org/veterans | 888-4DREAMS
You served our country so that we could dream.
Now, It’s Your Turn to Dream.

A program of Dream Foundation, Dreams for Veterans gives life to the final Dreams of our nation's military veterans and their families.

Dream Foundation, the only national dream-granting organization for terminally-ill adults, fulfills final Dreams that provide inspiration, comfort and closure at the end of life. With the support of a nationwide network of volunteers, hospices, health care organizations and committed donors, Dream Foundation has given life to over 25,000 final Dreams over the past two decades and has never turned down a qualified request.

For more information, please visit dreamfoundation.org
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